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Editorial
In

March

this

year

approximately

70

reduce air pollution. The essence of a much

transport professionals and politicians met in

needed EU transport policy would be to

Bremen for the final conference of the EU

capture the Bremen virus, replicate it and

funded CARE project (Note 1). Bremen was

install it in the DNA of every EU city with

a very fitting location for a conference

more than 100,000 residents.

dedicated to sensible, practical, intelligent

would be an interesting EU project!

Now that

and creative approaches to delivering a
transport system and a new approach to

Sadly all is not well in Bremen and there are

mobility that can meet the challenges and

elements of rogue DNA still in circulation. At

tasks associated with carbon reduction.

the March conference we were told by
Senator Dr Joachim Lohse that he intended

Bremen has a long history of careful and co-

to build a new motorway link to provide

ordinated transport policy interventions that

better

actually

is

Bremerhaven. There is absolutely no doubt

characterised by actually doing things rather

whatsoever that building this motorway will

than talking about the possibility of doing

generate large amounts of extra greenhouse

things and this deserves widespread acclaim.

gases and therefore contradict the whole

When

and

point of the CARE project. Worse still it will

transport policy is properly documented one

disrupt the spatial structure of this attractive

of the key findings will be the discovery of an

region of Germany and accelerate the very

enormous

things that Professor Kenworthy (and others)

work.

the

The

Bremen

history

chasm

of

approach

automobility

between

rhetoric

and

connections

to

the

port

of

reality. Britain (but the point could also be

argued

made about many other countries) is littered

produce suburbanisation, spatial dispersion

with

and auto-dependent life styles (Note 2).

pompous

grandiose

strategy

documents,

conference

and

delivery system that still churn out bypasses,

region is a really good example of one of the

motorway

high

central messages in EU transport policy

walking,

which is 3 steps forward and 5 steps back. It

cycling and public transport systems. After

would be a highly instructive exercise to

30

calculate how many hundreds of thousands

trains

years

of

and

new

poor

discussion

and

the

Building a new motorway in the Bremen

widening,

rhetoric

at

a

speed

sustainability

against

airports,
quality
about

transport

problems in Lancaster (UK) this fine historic

of tonnes of CO2 have been saved by

city has no park and ride, no tram, no

Bremen‘s‘

integrated public transport system between

interventions in a 10 year period and then

rail and bus, no car share, no electronic

compare this number with an estimate of

information system at its bus station, no real

how

time information system at bus stops, no

tonnes

alternatives fuelled buses, no lorry routeing

motorway. In Lancaster (UK) the proposed

and management system, no active demand

bypass is 4.5 kms in length, with 4 lanes of

management

traffic and

will generate an extra 20,000

tonnes

CO2

plans)

interventions

poor quality

walking

(e.g.

travel

and

cycling

many
will

of

excellent

transport

hundreds
be

and

thousands

generated

pa

and

policy

by

this

the

of
new

calculation

facilities and a plan to build a bypass costing

excludes secondary effects e.g. new housing,

£120 million.

new warehouse, new developments along
the route of the road which is scheduled to

Bremen has set down clear markers and

traverse open countryside that is currently

standards for increasing cycling levels, public

protected green belt and undeveloped.

transport use, innovative ticketing solutions,
brilliant car share schemes, low emission

For the avoidance of doubt the Bremen

zones and alternatively fuelled buses to

motorway

3

plan

does

not

diminish

the
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importance and excellence of the carbon

Finally a brief comment on the exchanges in

reducing transport policies that have been

recent

put in place for over 20 years.

These

Kenworthy and Peter Newman. The editor of

interventions are real and still important but

this journal has the highest regard for all

they will now be cancelled out by good, old-

these inspirational transport authors and

fashioned road building.

commentators.

issues

between

Paul

Mees,

Jeff

Readers will be aware that

recent articles have revealed fundamental
The

Bremen

conference

finished

with

a

disagreements

between

two

sides

of

a

debate and a message that will be sent to

debate about density and its links with the

the Rio plus 20 congress. This message

definition,

captures the essence of what has to be done

sustainable transport policy objectives. The

to bring transport thinking and doing into

disagreement is still there but we will not be

line with global challenges and deserves to

carrying any more material on this subject.

be incorporated into all national government,

As editors are often quoted as saying ―this

regional

promotion

and

delivery

of

EU

correspondence is now closed‖. If readers

commitments immediately. It is a charter for

are interested in the details of how urban

truly sustainable transport (Note 3)

density is measured and how this is used in

administrations

and

international comparisons of city transport
Because of the large volume of submitted

they should contact Paul Mees who has

articles to this journal we are publishing the

produced a detailed critique and for the sake

first two issues of 2012 at the same time and

of balance they should also contact Jeff

this editorial covers both issues.

The first

Kenworthy and Peter Newman but from now

two issues of World Transport Policy and

on this must be done outwith (a very nice

Practice in 2012 take up the same challenge

Scottish word) the scope of World Transport

of defining, developing and accelerating the

Policy and Practice.

take up of truly sustainable transport. This is
done in the article on cycling in Washington
DC, on rural accessibility in Malawi, on rail

John Whitelegg

freight, on mobility management in Denmark

Editor

and on the true meaning of mobility and its
links

to

urban

form

and

structure

in

Note 1

Germany. In the article by Nick Williams the

CARE (Carbon Responsible Transport Strategies in

lack of intelligence around hospital planning

the North Sea Area)

and accessibility is painfully revealed. The
case study is in Aberdeen in NE Scotland but
the points made are applicable to any large
traffic

generation

site

in

the

developed

http://www.care-north.eu/
Note 2
Professor

Kenworthy‘s

presentation

was

―Urban transport from a global perspective‖ and is

world. Interestingly the case study location

available from the conference web site

is exactly the same as another huge blow

http://www.care-north.eu/care-north-final-

against sustainable transport policies and

conference/programme/wednesday-21-

objectives. The Aberdeen Western Peripheral

march/wednesday-21-march

Route (Note 4) is a 40km + new road
through
accelerate
identified

open
all
by

countryside
the

negative

Kenworthy

in

which

will

tendencies
his

Bremen

presentation and Holzapfel in this journal.

titled

Note 3
The CARE-North message to Rio plus 20
http://www.carenorth.eu/sites/default/files/Message_to_RIO+20.p
df
Note 4
http://www.awpr.co.uk/
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Abstracts and Keywords
Cycling

Trends

and

Policies

in

the

Ralph

Buehler,

Keywords: bicycling, Washington, DC, United
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Washington, DC Region
Andrea

Hamre,

Dan

National

Capital

Region,

policy,

trends, cyclist safety, sustainable transport

Sonenklar, and Paul Goger
Rail Freight Services, Policy and Practice
For the last 20 years, cycling levels have

Marin Marinov, Tom Zunder and Phil

been increasing in U.S. cities. However,

Mortimer

growth

in

cycling

varies

widely

within

metropolitan areas. This article documents

The environmental benefits of transporting

and compares cycling policies and trends in

freight by rail are well known and realized by

the Washington, DC area. The goal is to gain

authorities

a better understanding of variability and

Commission. The rail freight sector cannot,

determinants of cycling across jurisdictions in

however, afford to sit on its environmental

one metropolitan region. Data originate from

laurels and expect traffic which has not used

the

rail

Metropolitan

Government
Survey,

Washington

(MWCOG)

the

U.S.

Council

Household

Census

of

Travel

Bureau,

and

to

such

fall

as

the

automatically

to

European

it

as

a

consequence of these items. Instead, prompt
actions

to

increase

efficiency

based

on

local

logistics principles are needed. In this paper

bicycling experts. During the last 20 years

we provide an open discussion on rail freight

cycling levels and cyclist safety have been

services, policy and practice, constraints,

increasing

information

obtained

directly

from

the

opportunities and solutions with a special

Washington region. Bicycle planning in the

emphasis on the current situation in Europe

region

and the UK. Specifically we elaborate on

in

has

all
its

jurisdictions
roots

in

of

the

1970s,

experienced a hiatus in the 1980s, and has

imminent

witnessed a ‗renaissance‘ since the 1990s. In

intermodal freight services could be a good

the 1970s and 1980s, local jurisdictions

solution and in what cases; If a new rail

focused their bicycle policies on the provision

freight system is about to be designed, what

of

with

should be the orthodox wisdom to follow?;

all

could Single Wagons Load be commercially

off-street

pedestrians.

paths—often
Since

the

shared

late

1990s,

jurisdictions have greatly expanded their on-

questions

such

as

whether

effective and competitive and the like.

street bicycle lanes and implemented other
innovative

programs.

Washington,

DC,

Alexandria City, and Arlington County have

Keywords:

rail

freight,

CO2

emissions,

environment, rail services, policy, practice

implemented more bike-friendly policies and
have been at the forefront of experimenting
with innovative measures. In spite of the
progress,

many

challenges

for

cycling

remain. Area cyclists are still predominantly
male, between 25 and 40 years old, white,
and from higher income groups. Cycling
appears

to

be

neighborhoods
jurisdictions.
bicycle

paths

spatially
of

the

Moreover,
and

concentrated
the

lanes

urban

core

network
still

in
of

remains

fragmented often requiring cyclist to ride in
roads with heavy car traffic.

5
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Cycling Trends and Policies in the

provides an in-depth comparison of historical

Washington, DC Region

trends and differences in bicycle planning,

Ralph

Buehler,

Andrea

Hamre,

Dan

Sonenklar, and Paul Goger

jurisdictions in the region.
2. Cycling in the Washington, DC Region

1. Introduction
Encouraging

bicycle infrastructure, and programs across

more

bicycling

in

U.S.

metropolitan areas may help alleviate peak

2.1 The Study Area: The Washington, DC Region

hour congestion on roadways and public

Table 1 provides an overview of socio-

transport. More daily bicycling can also help

economic and spatial characteristics of the

reduce CO2 emissions, local air pollution, oil

study area. The urban core of the region

dependence, and provide health enhancing

includes Washington and the two Virginia

physical activity as part of the daily routine

jurisdictions

(Banister, 2005; Buehler et al., 2011; Heinen

Alexandria City on the western bank of the

et al., 2010). For the last 20 years, cycling

Potomac

levels have been increasing in U.S. cities.

jurisdictions included in this study are Fairfax

However, growth in cycling varies widely

County in Virginia and Montgomery and

across and within jurisdictions. Most prior

Prince

studies on cycling in large cities exclude

bordering Washington to the north and east

adjoining suburban jurisdictions (Dill and

respectively (for map see Figure 3 below).

Carr, 2003; Pucher and Buehler, 2011). This

Together the urban core and inner suburban

analysis comprises urban core and inner

jurisdictions comprise 3.8 million inhabitants.

of

Arlington

(MWCOG,

George‘s

County,

2009).

Counties

and

Suburban

in

Maryland

suburban jurisdictions of the Washington, DC
area1 to capture cycling levels beyond the

Median household incomes in the region are

municipal boundaries of Washington, DC. The

higher than the national average of $50,000

goal is to gain a better understanding of

(USDOC, 2010, 2011b). Even Prince George‘s

variability and determinants of cycling within

County—the least wealthy jurisdiction in this

one

for

study—had a median household income that

interregional variability. Data for this analysis

was 40% higher than the national average2.

originate from the Metropolitan Washington

However, higher household incomes in the

Council of Government (MWCOG) Household

Washington area are partially offset by 40%

Travel Survey 2007/2008, the U.S. Census

higher

Bureau, and information obtained directly

national average for urban areas (USDOC,

from local bicycling experts. The first part of

2011a). With the exception of Arlington

this article introduces the Washington, DC

County, area jurisdictions have higher shares

metropolitan area and describes trends in

of minority populations than the national

cycling

average of 29%.

Washington and Prince

cyclist safety in Washington, DC and the

George‘s

are

adjoining

American (53% and 64%, respectively).

metropolitan

levels,

area

cyclist

jurisdictions

-

controlling

demographics,
of

Alexandria

and
City

costs

of

County

living

compared

majority

to

the

African

(VA), Arlington County (VA), Fairfax County
(VA), Montgomery County (MD), and Prince
George‘s County (MD).

The

article

then
2

1

The Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments (MWCOG) categorizes
Washington, Alexandria City, and Arlington
County as part of the urban core of the region.
Montgomery County, Prince George‘s County,
and Fairfax County (including Falls Church and
Fairfax City) are defined as inner suburbs.

6

Municipal averages hide large income
discrepancies within jurisdictions. For example,
in Washington, DC median household income
east of the Anacostia River was only $34,000 in
2010—well below the national median USDOC,
2011b. United States Census. United States
Department of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau,
Washignton, DC..
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Table 1 also lists population density, share of

The

households

of

access and cycling remains less clear. Some

in

the

studies point to competition between the two

stations

per

modes, while others identify the bicycle as

without

university

and

population,

cars,

college

and

percentage

students

Metrorail

connection between public transport

inhabitant for each jurisdiction, since these

feeder

variables

mode

for

public

transport

that

of

enlarges transit‘s catchment area beyond

bicycling and bike commuting (Heinen et al.,

walking distance. There are Metrorail stations

2010; Krizek et al., 2009). Higher population

in all jurisdictions of the study area.

density is related to more cycling, because

majority

shorter

are

significant

predictors

of

residents

in

The

Washington,

and

Arlington, and Alexandria have a Metrorail

destinations result in trips that are easily

stop within walking or cycling distance from

covered by bicycle. Washington, Arlington,

their homes, but many areas of Fairfax,

and Alexandria have three to four times

Montgomery, and Prince George‘s County do

greater population densities than suburban

not have any access to Metrorail.

distances

between

origins

Fairfax, Montgomery, and Prince George‘s
Table 1: Socio-demographic and spatial

County.

characteristics of Washington, DC and
adjacent jurisdictions.

Jurisdiction

Population

Washington
Arlington
Alexandria
Fairfax
Montgomery
Prince George's

600,000
217,000
150,000
1,038,000
972,000
835,000

Land
Area
(square
miles)
61
26
15
395
495
485

Metro Rail
Population Percent of Percent of
Household
Percent
Stops per
per Square University Car-free
Median
100,000
White
Mile
Students Households
Income
Inhabitants
9,800
11%
35%
39%
$59,300
6.3
8,400
10%
11%
71%
$96,200
5.1
9,900
9%
12%
63%
$77,100
2.7
2,600
8%
4%
66%
$102,500
0.5
2,000
9%
8%
58%
$94,400
1.8
1,700
10%
9%
23%
$69,900
1.2

University students have been found to cycle

Sources: (MWCOG, 2009; USDOC, 2010,

more, but students account for a similar

2011b).

share of the population in all jurisdictions.
Individuals

in

automobiles
Causation

households

are
may

more
run

likely

both

without
to

cycle.

ways,

since

2.2 Trends and Geographic Variability in Cycling
Levels

individuals who prefer cycling may decide not

Over the last 20 years cycling levels have

to own an automobile. The share of carless

been increasing in the Washington area

households in Washington, 35%, is eight

(MWCOG, 2010; TPB, 2006, 2010a; USDOC,

times greater than in Fairfax County, where

1980-2000,

4% of households are carless. In the other

2008, the bike share of all trips in the

jurisdictions roughly 10% of households are

regional core increased from 1.0% in 1994 to

carless.

households

1.5% in 2008. Over the same time period,

without cars in Washington may be partially

cycling also increased in the inner suburbs,

explained by good accessibility provided by

from 0.4% to 0.7% of all trips (MWCOG,

Metrorail and bus. In 2009, the Washington

2010; TPB, 2010b).

The

high

region ranked 4

th

share

of

in the U.S. in number of

passenger trips and passenger miles of travel

2011b).

Between

1994

and

Cycling levels in the

urban core were twice as high as in suburban
jurisdictions.

by public transport (APTA, 2011).

7
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Both in 1994 and 2008, Washington had the

share for commuters (Alliance for Biking and

highest share of trips by bike—followed by

Walking, 2010).

Alexandria (Figure 1). The share of bike trips
in Washington and Alexandria was twice as
high

as

the

inner

suburbs

of

Fairfax,

Montgomery, and Prince George‘s County.
Between 1994 and 2008 Alexandria showed
the strongest increase in cycling levels from

Figure 1: Trend in bike share of all trips

0.6% to 1.1% of all trips. Cycling levels

and share of commute trips by bicycle in

increased

Washington,

more

than

50%

in

Arlington,

DC

and

adjacent

jurisdictions, 1994-2008.

Montgomery, and Prince George‘s County.

Source: (MWCOG, 2010)

Between

1994

commutes
jurisdictions.

by

and
bike

2008,

the

increased

share

of

The U.S. Census Bureau tracks the regular

in

all

mode

In both years, all jurisdictions

of

transportation

for

commuters.

Census data support the trends presented

had a higher bike share for commutes than

above.

Between

for all trip purposes (see Figure 1). For

(averaged),

example, in 2008 in Washington cycling

commuters increased almost two-fold in the

the

1990

and

number

of

2005-2009
daily

bike

accounted for 3.3% of work trips compared

region—from 6,086 to 11,517 regular bike

to 1.5% of all trips. In Alexandria the share

commuters per day. The number of regular

of work trips was almost three times the

daily bike commuters increased at least

share for all trips. This is in contrast to

twofold

national averages for urban areas that show

Arlington County, and Montgomery County

1.1% bike share for all trips and 0.8% bike

(see Figure 2). Fairfax County had the

8

in

Washington,

Alexandria

City,

World Transport Policy and Practice
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smallest

percentage

increase

in

bike

commuting over this time period.

There

is

considerable

variability

in

bike

commute levels within the 5 jurisdictions.
Sample size of the MWCOG regional travel

survey is not large enough to disaggregate
results for all trip purposes below the level of
Figure 2. Trend in regular daily bike

individual jurisdictions.

commuters in Washington, DC and inner
ring suburbs, 1990-2009.
analysis

of

(USDOC,

Source: own

1980-2000,

2010,

2011b).

However,

disaggregate

statistics

are

available from the U.S. Census Bureau, but
only for the commute. Figure 3 displays the
bike share of commuters for census tracts in

Local counts of bicyclists on bridges and

the Washington region. Bike commute levels

trails also support the apparent increase in

are highest in census tracts inside the Capital

cycling levels over the last 20 years. Counts

Beltway (Interstate 495). Census tracts in

of

the

College Park, home to the University of

metropolitan area show an increase from 800

bicyclists

entering

Maryland, and Bethesda have the highest

daily cyclists in 1986 to 1,900 in 2002 (TPB,

cycling commute levels of the Maryland

2006,

in

suburbs. Old Town Alexandria and Arlington

methodology this trend cannot be extended

County‘s Crystal City and Rosslyn-Ballston

beyond 2002. However, a data series relying

Corridor have the highest bike commute

on a revised count method shows a more

shares

than two fold (126%) increase in peak hour

Washington

cyclists entering Washington between 2004

highest

and 2009 (TPB, 2010a). Local travel surveys

Adams Morgan, Mount Pleasant, and U-

also

Street neighborhoods.

2010a).

report

However,

Due

increases

these

the

to

in

surveys

core

a

change

cycling
are

of

levels.

often

for

Northern
cycling

in the

Virginia.

commute

Within

shares

are

Capitol Hill, Georgetown,
Bike commute levels

not

decrease with distance from the regional core

representative of the population and results

and are lowest in outlying suburban census

are neither comparable over time nor across

tracts.

jurisdictions.

census tracts east of the Anacostia River

However, even within Washington,

have few bike commuters.

9
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Figure
regular

3:

Variation
bike

Washington,

DC

in

the

commuters
region.

share
in

Source:

of
the
own

analysis of (USDOC, 2010, 2011b). Note:
Map created by D. Sonenklar

10
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of the MWCOG survey does not allow further

2.3 Trip Purpose and Cyclist Demographics

disaggregation of these results to individual
jurisdictions.

2.3.1 Trip Purpose
Bike commute mode shares presented above
suggest that the commute accounts for a
large share of bike trips in the Washington
area.

According to the 2008 MWCOG and

2009

national

Household

Travel

Survey

(NHTS), Washington‘s share of weekday bike
trips that are work-related (41%) is more
than twice the national average for urbanized
areas (17%) (Figure 4).

2.3.2 Cyclist Demographics
Figure 5 shows that bicycling in Washington
is

less

male

dominated

than

in

other

urbanized areas in the U.S.: 33% of bike
trips in the Washington area are by women
compared to 25% nationally. The age of
cyclists also differs. Nationally, almost 50%
of bike trips are made by individuals between

5 and 24 years old.

In Washington the

Figure 4: Share of weekday bicycle trips

majority of bike trips (70%) are made by 25

by trip purpose in the Washington, D.C.

to

region

urbanized areas, cyclists in Washington also

compared

averages

for

2008/2009.

U.S.

national

urbanized

to

areas,

Source:

own

analysis

of

65

year

olds.

own fewer cars.

Compared

to

other

Forty-two percent of bike

trips are made by individuals living in carfree or one-car households in the Washington

(MWCOG, 2010; USDOT, 2010).

area. Nationally individuals in carless or one
By comparison, only 19% of weekday bike

car households only account for 33% of bike

trips in Washington, DC are for recreation—

trips.

compared

to

areas

wealthier than the national average—even

nationally.

Together,

personal

when controlling for differences in local and

47%

in

urbanized

commute,

business, and shopping trips account for 60%

Cyclists

in

Washington

are

also

national income distributions.

of weekday bike trips in the Washington
region. This level of cycling for transport is

The

far higher than in other U.S. cities and

accounts for 41% of bike trips in Washington

comparable with bike friendly European cities

compared to 26% nationally. Lastly, cycling

such as Amsterdam, Copenhagen, or Berlin

in the Washington region is dominated by

wealthiest

25%

of

the

population

(Pucher and Buehler, 2008). The sample size

11
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whites, who accounted for 88% of all bike

commuters declined from 2.88 in 1998-2001

trips in 2008 (vs. 76% nationally).

to 1.13 in 2006-2009 (averaged).
Similarly, rates of serious cyclist injuries per

Figure 5: Share of bike trips by socio-

100,000 bike commuters per year declined

demographic

from 2.66 to 1.55 over the same time period

indicators

in

the

Washington, D.C. region compared to

(MWCOG,

the U.S. national averages for urbanized

statistics can only serve as a rough proxy for

areas, 2008/2009. Source: own analysis of

safety trends, since cyclist fatalities in the

(MWCOG, 2010; USDOT, 2010).

numerator originate from all bike trips and

2010;

USDOC,

2010).

These

the denominator only accounts for regular

bike commuters. However, commute levels
are the only available data for cycling levels

2.4 State of Cyclist Safety

for this time frame.

Available statistics indicate stagnating cyclist
fatality and injury levels in spite of increasing

The theory of ‗safety in numbers‘ suggests

cycling levels. Between 1998 and 2009,

that some of the improvements in cyclist

regional cyclist fatalities per year fluctuated

safety in the Washington area may be related

widely from lows of 1 and 3 in 2003 and

to the increase in cycling levels (Jacobsen,

2006 to highs of 10 and 13 fatalities in 2001

2003).

and 2005—but without any clear upward or

Safe

downward trend (MWCOG, 2010). Reported

individuals to cycle, while higher cycling

cyclist injuries were stable between 1998

levels

(657

environment.

injuries)

and

2009

(653

injuries)

Causation likely runs both ways.

cycling

conditions

contribute
The

to

encourage
a

theory

safer

more
cycling

suggests

that

(MWCOG, 2010). A two-fold increase in

higher

cycling during the same time period suggests

visibility and driver awareness (i.e. greater

significant improvements in cyclist safety per

awareness of cyclists when making turns and

bicycle trip. For example, the annual cyclist

entering roadways). A higher share of trips

fatality

by bike also increases the likelihood that

rate

per

1

million

regular

bike

cycling

volumes

increase

cyclist

drivers themselves may be bicyclists for

12
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other trips and thus can better anticipate the
movements and safety needs of cyclists in

Figure 6: Relationship between annual

traffic. Moreover, communities with more

cyclist fatality rates and bike trips per

cycling typically have better and safer bike

person per year in Washington, D.C. and
adjacent

infrastructure (Heinen et al., 2010).

jurisdictions

(2006-2009

averages)
Figure 5 presents the relationship between

Source: own calculations based on (MWCOG,

annual cyclist fatality rates and cycling levels

2010; TPB, 2010a) and data collected from

across jurisdictions in the Washington area.

jurisdictions.

Fatality data are averaged for the years
2006-2009 to account for annual fluctuations

There are no comparable data on cyclist

in cyclist fatalities.

injuries across jurisdictions, since Maryland
statistics do not distinguish between injured

Figure 6 plots annual bicycle trips per capita

motorists and injured cyclists in crashes that

on the vertical axis and average yearly cyclist

involve cars and bicycle.

fatality rates on the horizontal axis. In 20062009, Alexandria had the safest cycling

2.4.1 Laws and Regulations that Influence

followed

Cyclist Safety

by

Washington,

Arlington,

and

Montgomery County. By comparison, cyclist

Laws requiring bike helmet use are similar in

fatality rates were 2 to 4 times greater in

all

Fairfax and Prince George‘s County. Figure 6

difference in cycling safety (WABA, 2011a).

supports the theory of safety in numbers

None of the jurisdiction requires bike helmets

within

for adults and all jurisdictions mandate bike

the

Washington

area,

since

jurisdictions

and

cannot

explain

the

jurisdictions with higher cycling levels have

helmets

lower cyclist fatality rates. Moreover and as

jurisdictions require front bike lights and rear

for

children3.

Moreover,

all

discussed further below, localities with safer
cycling also provide more separate facilities
for cyclists, such as bike lanes and paths.

13

3

Washington, DC and Maryland require that children and
teenagers younger than 16 wear bike helmets. The State of
Virginia does not require bike helmets for children, but
local ordinances in Alexandria, Arlington County, and
Fairfax County require children younger than 14 to wear a
bike helmet.
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reflectors or lights when riding in the dark.

The implementation of most of these initial

Washington, DC additionally requires bells on

plans was limited to the construction of off-

bikes. Texting while driving is not allowed in

street bike trails and paths. There were only

the entire region. However, Virginia allows

a few new pro-bike initiatives in the 1980s,

talking on a mobile phone while driving.

such as the inclusion of bicycling in Arlington

Washington, Maryland, and Virginia include

County‘s

bicyclist‘s rights in their driver‘s education

Alexandria‘s new bicycle map. In the 1990s,

manuals and in questions on driver‘s tests.

interest in bicycle planning reemerged at

transportation

regional and local levels.
3. Cycling Policy in the Washington, DC Area

part

of

the

TPB‘s

master

plan

and

Bicycling became

regional

long-range

transportation plan in 1991 and the TPB
3.1 A Brief History of Bicycle Planning

published its regional vision for bicycling in

A detailed description of the history of bike

1998 (TPB, 2001, 2006). Arlington County

planning in Washington area jurisdictions is

updated its transportation master plan with

beyond

an

the

scope

of

this

paper.

The

expanded

bicycling

section

in

1994

following provides a brief overview of the

(Hanson and Young, 2008).

Alexandria

early developments of bike planning in the

established a bicycle study committee in

1970s, the relative lack of planning in the

1992 and published a bicycle transportation

1980s and early 1990s, and the renewed

and multi-use trail master plan in 1998.

focus on bike planning since the mid 1990s.

Montgomery County adopted its Countywide
Park Trails plan in 1998 and Prince George‘s

Planning for bicycling in the Washington

County created

a

bicycle

trails advisory

region dates to the 1970s. In 1972 the

group. Washington did not have a dedicated

Washington Area Bicycle Association (WABA),

bike planner during the decade.

the region‘s largest pro-bicycling lobbying
and

Building on the progress of the 1990s,

Local

bicycle planning experienced a renaissance in

jurisdictions and the regional planning board

the 2000s. The TPB published its regional

published

in

bicycle priorities plan in 2001 and authored

and

and updated its regional bicycle plan in 2006

organization,
Young,

was

2008;
their

subsequent

formed
WABA,

initial

years:

(Hanson
2010b).

bicycle

Alexandria

plans
City

Arlington County in 1974; Washington and

and 2010.

Montgomery

bicycle planner in 2001 and released its

County

in

1978,

and

the

regional Transportation Planning Board (TPB)

bicycle

in

Washington hired a full time

master

plan

in

2005.

Arlington

of

included bicycling into the goals and policies

Alexandria, 2011a; DDOT, 2005, 2010a;

section of its transportation master plan in

Fairfax County, 2011; Montgomery County,

2007.

2008; Prince George's County, 2011; TPB,

planner in 2004, adopted a bicycle mobility

2010a).

Bicycle plans of the 1970s were

plan in 2008, and updated its bicycle map in

often limited to specific corridors or were

2009. In Maryland, Montgomery and Prince

part of other planning documents, such as

George‘s Counties adopted bicycle master

comprehensive

transportation

plans in 2005 and 2009, respectively. Fairfax

master plans. Bike plans typically called for

County adopted a comprehensive bicycle

the construction of on-street and off-street

initiative in 2006 and published a county

bikeways.

bicycle map in 2009.

1977

(Bike

Prince

Arlington,

plans

2011;

or

George‘s

City

County‘s

plan

(1975) was an exception, since it focused on
the

construction

of

a

shared-use

Alexandria hired its first bicycle

As of 2011 all

jurisdictions, the MWCOG, and Metro have

trail

network only.

14
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staff dedicated to bicycle planning4 (TPB,

opened in 1982 and connects to both the

2010a).

Mount Vernon and W & OD trails, mainly
follows the Interstate 66 corridor (Hanson

3.2 Off-Street Paths and Shared-Use Trails
Between

the

1970s

and

2000

and Young, 2008).

most

jurisdictions focused on building off-street

Compared to the 1970s and 1980s, new

trails

with

construction of regional trails has slowed

and

shared-use

paths—often

from the

since the year 2000, but new stretches of

National Park Service (NPS, 1990). In 2010,

regional trails continue to be built (TPB,

there were 490 miles of trails and shared

2010a). For example, the City of Rockville in

use-paths connecting the entire region (TPB,

Montgomery County built 20 miles of trails

2010a). Trails are typically shared between

between 1998 and 2005 (City of Rockville,

cyclists and other non-motorized users and

2011a).

are either paved or made of compacted

Washington added 10 miles of trails to

gravel.

The late1970s saw the opening of

increase total trail mileage to 50 miles5

several trails such as Rock Creek Park trail in

(DDOT, 2010a). While bike commuting on

Washington and regional trails, such as the

trails has been increasing, the majority of

Cleveland and Ohio (C&O) towpath between

shared-use paths are most heavily used on

Washington and Cumberland, MD (1971), the

weekends

Mount Vernon Trail connecting Arlington,

counts by the National Park Service indicate

Washington, Alexandria, and Fairfax County

that 75% of bike trips on the Mount Vernon

(1973),

Trail are for recreation and only 25% are for

planning and financial support

and

the

Washington

and

Old

Dominion (W & OD) trail connecting Arlington

Similarly, between 2000 and 2010

for

recreation.

For

example,

transportation (NPS, 2011).

County, Fairfax County, and Purcellville in
Loudon County, Virginia (1974) (NPS, 1990).

The

region

has

also

made

progress

in

widening sidewalks and including bicycle and
Today, roughly 190 miles of the regional

pedestrian

shared-use

facilities

on

new

bridges

to

entirely

provide important connections for cyclists.

separated from roadways, often following old

For example, the newly rebuilt Woodrow

railway lines or canals, such as the W & OD

Wilson Bridge crossing the Potomac River

trail or the Capital Crescent Trail between

between Alexandria City and Prince George‘s

Georgetown in Washington and Silver Spring

County includes an improved shared-use bike

in Montgomery County that opened in 1986

path providing a safe connection for cyclists

(NPS, 1990; TPB, 2010a).

between the Mount Vernon Trail in Virginia

trail

network

are

About 300 miles
For

and connecting routes in Maryland (TPB,

example, Arlington County‘s Custis Trail that

2010a). There are also shared-use sidewalks

of trails run adjacent to roadways.

(some separated from traffic) on all but one
bridge crossing the Potomac and Anacostia
4

Washington, DC had 2 full time equivalent (FTE) staff

Rivers (DDOT, 2010a). Nevertheless, while

working on bicycling and 1 staff working on planning for
trails. Arlington had 1 staff and Alexandria 0.5 dedicated
personnel for bicycling. Fairfax County employed 1 staff
for bicycling and 2 for trails. Montgomery County had 1
staff for trails and 0.33 persons working for bicycling.
Prince George’s County employed 1 staff for trail planning.
Additionally, the TBP and Metro, the regional transit
provider, each employed 0.5 staff working specifically on
bicycling. The Virginia Department of Transportation also
employed 1 staff for bicycle planning in their Northern
Virginia offices TPB, 2010a. Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
for the National Capital Region. Transportation Planning
Board, MWCOG, Washington, DC..

15

the

region

has

improved

a

number

of

important bridge connections, many shareduse

paths

on

bridges

remain

narrow,

crowded, and insufficiently separated from
car traffic.This is especially the case for those
bridges crossing the Anacostia River.

5

One of these trails was a stretch of the Metropolitan Branch
Trail (MTB) that opened in 2010 connecting Union Station
in Washington, DC and Silver Spring, MD (DDOT, 2011).
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3.3 On-Street Bike Lanes, Innovative Bike

Table 2: Supply of bike lanes and paved

Infrastructure, and Signed Bike Routes

off-street paths and trails, 2011
(measured as centerline miles) Source: Data

In contrast to the expansion of trails, few

collected directly from bicycle planners in

bike lanes had been built by the late 1990s.

each jurisdiction.

For example, Arlington County had
only 3 miles of bike lanes in 1995
(Bike

Arlington,

2011;

Jurisdiction

On-Street
Lanes
(miles)

Washington, DC
Arlington County
Alexandria City
Fairfax County
Montgomery County
Prince George's County

60
29
13
22
17
4

TPB,

2010a). In 2001 Washington had
only 3.2 miles of bike lanes, even
though the city‘s 1978 plan called
for 17 miles of on-street lanes
(DDOT, 2010a). Since then local
jurisdictions

have

significantly

expanded their supply of on-road
bike lanes.
Table 2 compares the supply of

Paved OffOn-Street
Street
Lanes and OffTrails
Street Trails
(miles)
(miles)
50
48
13
200
146
90

bike lanes and paved off-street trails for the
year 2011. Washington‘s supply of bike lanes
was 15 times greater than the supply of
lanes in Montgomery County. Fairfax County
had over 200 miles of paved off-street
trails—almost
Alexandria City.

16

twenty

times

more

than

Figure 7. Supply of bike lanes and offstreet paths per square mile land area,
2011.
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110
77
26
222
163
94

lanes were installed on roadways that
previously had extra wide car travel
lanes or parking lanes with excess
width.

One example of this was 15th

Street NW in Washington, DC, which
had relatively low car traffic volumes.
Source: Data collected directly from
bicycle planners in each jurisdiction.
Figure 8 (see page 26) compares the
spatial distribution of the construction
of

new

bike

lanes

in

Washington

between the early 2000s and 2009.
The city focused its new bike lanes in
neighborhoods, such as Capitol Hill,
Mount Pleasant, Adams Morgan, and
U-Street that had some of the city‘s
highest cycling levels in the early 2000s. As
the network of bike lanes expanded in these
Figure 9:

Bike commuters on the bi-

neighborhoods,

cycling

commute

levels

directional bike lanes on Pennsylvania

increased as well. Causation may run both

Avenue between the White House and

ways. High levels of cycling in the early

the Capitol. Photo: Ralph Buehler

2000s may have increased demand for bike
lanes in these neighborhoods.

More bike

The comparison of total miles of bike paths

lanes

and lanes hides variability in geographic size

commuters to ride their bicycles. However,

of the jurisdictions. Figure 7 compares bike

the construction of bicycle lanes was not

path and lane supply adjusting for land area.

uncontroversial. In some neighborhoods bike

The core jurisdictions have the greatest

lanes

supply of bike lanes and paths per square

redevelopment, rising property values, and

mile6. Compared to suburban counties, bike

resulting

path supply was .5 to 9 times greater in core

households. The core jurisdictions have also

jurisdictions. The greatest difference was in

led

bike lane supply per land area, which was

innovative bicycle infrastructure measures.

more than 14 times greater in the core

Washington installed bike boxes at select

jurisdictions.

intersections,

in

turn

have

likely

become

economic

the

encouraged

region

such

associated

pressure

in

more

on

with
poorer

experimenting

as

New

with

Hampshire

Avenue. Alexandria painted its first bike box
Alexandria, Arlington, and Washington have

on Commonwealth Avenue. Bike boxes give

been building bike lanes at a much faster

bicycles an advanced stop line in front of

rate

automobiles.

than

surrounding

jurisdictions.

For

Bike

boxes

increase

cyclist

example, bike lane supply in Washington

visibility for motorists and also allow cyclists

increased 20 fold from 3 miles in 2001 to 60

to pass-by traffic congestion and wait in front

miles in 2011. Similarly, bike lane supply in

of the queue, away from tailpipe emissions.

Arlington increased ten-fold from 3 miles in
1995 to 29 miles in 2011. Many of the bike

Washington also installed the region‘s first
bicycle

6

Adjusting for population size, core jurisdictions also had a 4 to
20 times greater supply of bike lanes than suburban
counties.

17

activated

traffic

light

at

the

intersection of 16th Street, NW, U-Street,
NW,

and

New

Hampshire

Avenue,

NW.
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Moreover, Washington, DC was first in the

the

region to install contra-flow bicycle lanes.

Connecticut Avenue. While this is new in the

The lanes run along 15th Street, NW and New

region, other North American cities use more

Hampshire

car

advanced measures to guide cyclists through

traffic to one direction only, but allowing

intersections. For example, New York City

cyclists

and Portland, are experimenting with colored

Avenue,

to

Washington

ride
also

NW—restricting
in

built

either

direction.

bi-directional

bike

intersection

of

R

Street,

NW

and

bike lanes to increase driver awareness for

lanes in the median on the portion of

cyclists

Pennsylvania Avenue, NW that runs between

intersections (Pucher et al., 2011).

at

dangerous

crossings

or

the U.S. Capitol and the White House.
Most area jurisdictions have marked road
Special striping on the roadway provides a 10

surfaces

inch buffer between cyclists and car traffic.

chevrons and a drawing of a bicyclist—

There are protected cycle tracks on South

reminding car drivers to share the road with

Dakota Avenue, NW and along 15

th

Street,

with

‗sharrows‘—featuring

two

cyclists. All jurisdictions have expanded their

NW in Washington. In contrast to buffered

network of signed bike routes.

bike lanes, cycle tracks provide additional

routes sometimes overlap with bike lanes

vertical physical barriers to protect cyclists

and paths, but typically guide cyclists on

from car traffic.

‗sharrowed‘ roads and streets with low car
traffic
2009,

These bike

volumes.

In

Washington

had

64 miles of signed bike
routes

and

Alexandria

had 60 miles (City of
Alexandria,
DDOT,

2011a;

2010a).

Bike

signs

and

route

‗sharrows‘ do not require
extra space on roadways
and

are

easier

to

implement than separate
bike paths and lanes that
require dedicated space
for

cyclists.

signed

routes

separate
Figure 10: Bi-directional cycle tracks on
15th Street, NW separate cyclist from car
traffic and provide extra security. Photo:
Ralph Buehler

bike lanes on Braddock Road to give cyclists
extra space for horizontal movement when
cycling up the steep hill (City of Alexandria,
Washington used dashed lines to

extend bike lanes through intersections to
guide cyclists and alert drivers, such as at

18

do

cyclists

not
from

car traffic and thus may discourage more
risk-averse

groups

from

cycling.

In

the

context of the region‘s relative lack of use of
traffic

calming

measures,

this

may

be

particularly problematic.

Alexandria City painted extra wide ‗climbing‘

2011a).

However,

Indeed, in European cities, such as Berlin
and Amsterdam, and other North American
cities, such

as Vancouver and

Portland,

traffic calming is an integral part of the bike
network (City of Portland, 2010; City of
Vancouver, 2010; Pucher and Buehler, 2008;
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Pucher

et

al.,

2011).

Traffic

calming

3.4 Bike-Transit Integration, Bike Sharing,

combines low speed limits with physical

and Bike Parking in Buildings

alterations of the road surface designed to

Integrating

slow or divert car traffic.

transportation may be mutually beneficial for

Measures include

bicycles

with

public

median

both modes (Brons et al., 2009; Martens,

islands, raised crosswalks, curb extensions,

2007). Bike parking at transit stops and

street closures, and special pavement.

Low

dedicated space for bikes on trains and buses

speed limits and limited car traffic allow

can enlarge the catchment area of public

cyclists and motorists to share the road.

transport beyond typical walking distances.

Traffic-calmed

speed

bumps,

humps,

chicanes,

can

Cyclists can ride their bikes to and from

often provide crucial connections between

transit stops and make longer trips than

otherwise disjointed bike paths or lanes.

would be otherwise possible just by bike.

neighborhood

streets

Public transport also provides an alternative
Responses

to

the

2008

survey

when regular cyclists experience inclement

groups

MWCOG

prefer

weather or mechanical failure. In 2007, only

separate cycling facilities. According to the

0.64% of passengers rode their bicycles to

survey results, 29% of area cyclists typically

Metrorail stations (WMATA, 2010). However,

cycled

between

confirm

that

on

risk-averse

off-street

trails;

37%

rode

2002

and

2007

daily

Metrorail

predominantly in bicycle lanes or on streets

access trips by bike increased from 965 in

with traffic; and 34% cycled equally on trails

2002 to 1,550 in 2007 according to the

and roads.

However, women, who have

WMATA passenger survey (WMATA, 2010).

been shown to be more risk averse (Garrard

The busiest bike access stations in the region

et al., 2008), accounted for over 40% of

were

cyclists typically riding on trails, compared to

Hyattsville in Maryland, and Pentagon City

only 30% cycling in the street or bike lanes.

and East Falls Church in Virginia (NVTC,

Union

Station

in

Washington,

2011).
Laws

for

cycling

on

sidewalks

and

requirements for the use of bike lanes and

Statistics about bikes on buses were only

paths vary by state and jurisdiction (WABA,

available from Metrobus. Of the roughly

2011a). Maryland requires cyclists to ride on

400,000 daily passenger trips on Metrobus,

bike

only 650 were made by passengers with

paths

and

lanes,

where

they

are

present. Cyclists in Washington and Virginia

bicycles (WMATA, 2010).

can choose where to ride, even if bike paths
and lanes are present. The two states and

3.4.1 Bikes on Buses and Trains

Washington allow cycling on sidewalks unless

With

prohibited by local ordinance. Alexandria and

Alexandria7 and Prince George‘s County‘s bus

Montgomery

County

prohibit

cycling

the

exceptions

of

DASH

bus

in

on

system, all buses had front-mounted bike

certain sidewalks by ordinance. Similarly, in

racks with space for up to two bicycles in

Washington cycling on sidewalks is prohibited

2011 (WABA, 2010a).

in the central business district. Given the

not charge for transporting bikes on racks on

heavy congestion in Washington both during

buses. Cyclists can also bring their bikes on

the week as well as on weekends, the

Metrorail for free, but only four bicycles are

prohibition from cycling on sidewalks in

allowed per car and only outside of peak

downtown DC may be especially discouraging

commute hours (7-10am and 4-7pm). All

to those riders unwilling to ride with car

Metrorail

stations

Transit systems do

are

equipped

with

traffic.
7

DASH has obtained funding to equip buses with bike
racks, as early as 2012.
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elevators and cyclists are required to use

station increased from $70 to $200 per

elevators, since bikes are not allowed on

year—the first increase since the early 1980s

escalators (WABA, 2010a).

(NVTC, 2011). Use of bike lockers varies by
station. Overall, about half of all lockers at

Maryland‘s MARC commuter rail, serving the

Metrorail stations were rented in 2011—down

northern suburbs, does not allow any full-

from about 2/3 before the price increase in

size bikes on its trains.

2010.

regional

rail

system,

VRE, Virginia‘s

allows

bicycles

on

midday trains, but bans bikes from early

Metrorail and local jurisdictions have plans to

inbound trains during the morning and early

expand the number of bike parking spaces at

outbound trains during the afternoon rush

transit stops in the future.

hour. MARC, VRE, and Metro allow folding

regional and local transport plans propose

bicycles on their trains at all times (WABA,

bicycle cages at five Metrorail stations and

2010a).

two bike stations holding 150 bicycles each.

Jurisdiction

Racks Lockers

Washington, DC
Arlington County, VA
Alexandria City, VA
Fairfax County, VA
Montgomery County, MD
Prince George's County, MD

333
256
130
258
567
392

For example,

Sum Racks Racks per Lockers Racks and Lockers
and Lockers Station per Station
per Station

200
102
44
164
394
352

533
358
174
422
961
744

8.8
22.8
27.5
26.8
47.3
26.1

5.3
8.7
11.0
24.8
32.8
23.5

14.0
31.6
38.5
51.6
80.1
49.6

Table 3: Bike parking supply at Metrorail

Metrorail and the City of Alexandria intend to

and regional rail stations, 2011. Source:

double the number of bike parking spaces at

Data collected directly from bicycle planners

the King Street station (from 34 to 68).

in each jurisdiction.

Metrorail is also updating existing facilities,
replacing old bike racks with new state of the

3.4.2 Bike Parking at Train Stations

art U-shaped bike racks at many stations

There are about 1,900 bike rack spaces and

(NVTC, 2011).

1,300

bike

lockers

available

stations and park and

at

transit

ride lots in the

In 2009, Washington‘s first full service bike

WABA,

station opened next to Union Station. The

2010a; WMATA, 2010). Spaces in bike racks

bike station provides indoor, secure parking

are available on a first-come first-serve basis

spaces for 140 bikes. Cyclists can park their

and free of charge. Table 3 shows that

bikes for $1 per day, $12 per month, or $96

Montgomery County had the largest average

per year (NVTC, 2011; WABA, 2010a). The

number of bike racks per Metrorail station.

station also offers bike repair, bike lockers,

Suburban Metrorail stations have more bike

and changing rooms, but does not provide

lockers per station than Metrorail stations in

showers.

the urban core. Lockers protect bicycles from

to 7pm on weekdays and from 9am to 5pm

weather and theft and can be rented on a

on weekends and bike station members can

yearly basis. Fairfax County charges $60 per

access the station with a key card at any

year for bike locker rentals at park and ride

time. Due to its proximity to historic Union

parking lots with bus access. In 2010, the

Station and the Old Post Office, the bike

cost to rent a bike locker at a Metrorail

station had to adhere to special design

Washington

20

region

(NVTC,

2011;

Station staff is present from 7am
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standards, which raised construction costs to

for self-service bike rental with credit or

about $4.5 million. The city is planning to

debit cards (CaBi, 2011; DeMaio, 2009;

provide less expensive bike stations or bike

Shaheen et al., 2010). In 2008, Smart Bike

cages at other key transit hubs in the region

opened a small pilot project with 120 bikes

(DDOT, 2010b).

and 10 kiosks in Washington DC (SmartBike

DC, 2010). In September 2010, Smart Bikes
Figure 11: The bicycle station at Union

was replaced with Capital Bikeshare (CaBi).

Station provides secure and sheltered

CaBi is the first regional bikesharing system

parking for 140 bicycles, bike repair

in North America.

service, and bike rentals.

Arlington County and Washington, DC. CaBi

Photo: Ralph

Buehler

It is jointly operated by

is 10 times larger than Smart Bikes with
1,100 bikes and 116 stations in 2011.

3.4.3 Bike Sharing
Washington was the first area in North

Sixty additional CaBi stations are currently

America to experiment with third generation

planned for an expansion of the system

bike sharing systems—consisting of bicycles,

within

docking stations, and computerized kiosks

2011).

Washington

and

Arlington

(CaBi,

Rockville, MD and Alexandria also

have plans to join the system (City of
Alexandria, 2011b; City of Rockville,
2011b). Alexandria will launch a small
extension of the CaBi system in spring
2012 comprising six stations and 54
bicycles in the Old Town and Carlyle
neighborhoods.

Rockville‘s

CaBi

extension will include 200 bicycles and
20 stations.
Figure 12: Third generation bike
sharing systems, such as Capital
Bikeshare,
kiosks,

consist

docking

of

automated

stations,

specially branded bicycles.

and
Photo:

Ralph Buehler
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parking is for drivers.

Ordinances in all

Funding for Washington‘s share of CaBi ($6

jurisdictions require some form of bicycle

million)

Congestion

parking—typically depending on office space

Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funds and

or retail floor area, number of units in

a 20% local match. Arlington County‘s funds

residential

($835,000)

parking spaces provided.

came

from

federal

originated

from

the

Virginia

buildings,

or

number

of

car

Arlington County

Department of Transportation and other local

and Montgomery County additionally require

moneys

to

showers and changing facilities for bicyclists

Washington, the City of Alexandria will use

in buildings larger than 50,000 and 100,000

(DDOT,

2010a).

Similar

CMAQ funds to pay for the installation of

square feet respectively (MWCOG, 2011).

CaBi (City of Alexandria, 2011b).

Rockville

Washington mandates bicycle parking in off-

was able to obtain Job Access Reverse

street car parking garages (DDOT, 2010a).

Commute (JARC) funds from the Federal

Prince

Transit

requirements are limited to special transit-

Administration

(City

of

Rockville,

George‘s

County‘s

bike

parking

2011b). Due to JARC requirements the city

oriented developments in the county.

will distribute free CaBi memberships to

Fairfax

qualifying low income residents.

may be required to provide bike parking and

County

showers
CaBi has been successful during its first year
of operation.

commercial

when

requesting

In

developments
a

variance

or

special use permit.

Its 17,000 members made

over 1 million trips between September 2010

Area jurisdictions do not systematically track

and September 2011 (CaBi, 2011). The

the

greatest

is

Washington estimates that in 2011, about

balancing bicycles between stations during

2/3 of car parking garages in the city

the morning and afternoon commutes. In the

provided

morning, demand for bikes is highest in

Arlington County estimates that 4,000 to

residential neighborhoods, while demand for

6,000 secure bike parking spaces have been

bike

built since requiring bike parking in 1990

challenge

parking

locations.

is

for

greatest

Commuter

residential

the

in

system

downtown

movements

neighborhoods

(Bike

of

bike

bike

parking

Arlington,

2011).

parking

spaces.

(DDOT,

Some

2010a).

data

are

workplaces

available

on

downtown in the morning result in ‗empty‘

supplied

in

kiosks

sidewalks or in public squares. Between 2002

without

neighborhoods

bikes

residential

spaces,

of

bike

such

racks
as

on

and 2009, Washington installed 1,162 bike
racks. Arlington County provides 600 public

During the first year, bicycle theft and

short-term bicycle racks, including a covered

vandalism have been minimal. Only 45 bikes

bike

had to be repaired because of vandalism and

transport hub. Arlington plans to install 50-

only 6 bikes were stolen. Bike theft may be

70 new bicycle racks per year. Alexandria

minimal, because the design of CaBi bikes is

has been installing about 100 new bicycle

unique and bikes are built with special parts

parking spaces each year (City of Alexandria,

that cannot be used on other bikes and need

2011a).

special

and Montgomery County have a bicycle rack

be

kiosks

number

without

to

‗full‘

in

the
public

available bike parking spaces in downtown.

tools

and

to

from

number

disassembled

(CaBi,

2011).

parking

shelter

close

to

a

public

Washington, Arlington, Alexandria,

request program that allows businesses and
citizen to

request

bike

rack installation.

3.4.5 Bike Parking in Buildings and Public

DDOT pays for bicycle racks if employers

Spaces

cover the cost of installation.

Parking

for

bicycles

at

trip

origins

and

destinations is as important for cyclists as car
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3.5

Promotion,

Information,

Incentives

and

protect cyclists. Since 2005, Washington has
also trained 400 of its police officers in

Education

pedestrian

and

There are many bike promotion events and

police

educational

pedestrians

programs

in

the

Washington

region. Some programs are provided region-

officers

bicyclist
to

and

the

issues—alerting

specific

cyclists

needs

(DDOT,

of

2005,

2010a).

wide while others are local initiatives only.
The

following

briefly

summarizes

key

initiatives (WABA, 2010b).

Since 2002, the TPB has coordinated the
annual Street Smart program, including a
public awareness campaign about road safety

3.5.1 Cyclist Education

with advertisements at transit stops, on the

Similar to other regions in North America,

radio, and in the print media. The program is

the Washington region offers bike education

geared

courses for adults and children. WABA‘s

intends to improve safety for cyclists and

Confident City Cycling course provides a

pedestrians.

refresher in riding skills for interested adults.

temporary surge in traffic safety enforcement

Together with local and state governments

with increased citations and warnings for

WABA

motorists, pedestrians, and cyclists.

also

children.
Smarts

provides

cycling

Washington‘s
for

Kids

courses

week-long

program

offers

for

to

During

police issued 30,221 citations and 7,804
cyclists.

on

The campaign also includes a

the fall of 2009 and the spring of 2010,
warnings

focuses

and

Street

The

instruction

change

cycling

classes for children in grades 3 through 5.
class

foster behavioral

cycling

to

motorists,

pedestrians,

and

safety. DDOT estimates that in 2009 and
2010

an

participated

average
in

of

youth

4,000

bicycles

children

3.5.3 Bike Promotion and Incentives

education

All jurisdictions participate in the national

courses (Alliance for Biking and Walking,

Bike to Work day. Between 2002 and 2011,

2010).

the number of participating cyclists in the 6
jurisdictions increased fivefold from 2,035 in

Rockville, MD was the first city in Maryland to

2002 to 10,992 in 2011 (WABA, 2011b).

develop and implement a comprehensive K-5

There are other annual bike ride events, such

grade

safety

as Bike DC, which had 3,000 participants in

education program for children. In 2011,

2008, the annual 50 States and 13 Colonies

Fairfax County‘s first Braddock Bike Day

Ride, and the Vasa Ride in March organized

safety event provided cycling education and

by WABA and the Swedish Embassy.

bike rodeos for 75 participants. Moreover, in

frequent bike events include the City Bikes

collaboration with WABA, local jurisdictions

Ladies rides on Sundays organized by City

participate in the federally funded Safe Route

Bikes and Critical Mass rides on the first

to

Friday of every month. There are also regular

pedestrian

Schools

and

(SRTS)

bicycle

program—offering

More

financial and planning support for schools

bike

that wish to improve safety for walking and

jurisdictions—such

cycling to school.

Arlington, VeloCity in Alexandria, and the
Bike

3.5.2 Driver Education and Enforcement

clinics

House

and

in

co-ops
as

in

Phoenix

many

Bikes

Washington.

in

These

organizations hold community events and

Educating motorists and enforcing the rules

other educational opportunities for youth as

of the road are important to increase cyclist

we as adults to learn about bicycling and

safety. Driver training in all jurisdictions

bicycle repair. Bike clinics and co-ops also

includes information

provide a venue for cyclists to interact and

about

non-motorized

road users. Additionally, DDOT conducted

share

experiences.

BicycleSpace,

a

new

training for 2,000 bus drivers on how to
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bicycle shop also organizes group rides and

home per year in case of emergency. The

other events for cyclists.

program intends to remove the uncertainty
and increase flexibility for non-automobile

WABA‘s Bicycle Ambassadors attend public

commuters.

events

Connections program also provides detailed

and

engage

in

one

on

one

The

MWCOG‘s

consultation about cycling and cyclist safety.

information

Alexandria, WABA, and the National Park

individuals and employers.

Service also partnered to sponsor a similar

employers comprises local initiatives, as well

ambassador

as federal programs, such as the pre-tax

program

to

promote

automobile travel in Alexandria.

non-

At some

large events, such as the Cherry Blossom

parking

about

cash-out

bike

Commuter

and

commuting

for

Information for

the

$20

bicycle

transportation fringe benefit.

festival in Washington in the spring, WABA
volunteers provide valet parking for bikes.

In 2011, the Fairfax County Department of

There is no charge for cyclists, but event

Transportation offered a Bike Benefit Match

organizers pay a fee to WABA. When using

Program to employers who provided the $20

the bike valet parking, cyclists leave their

federal bicycle transportation fringe benefit

bikes at a guarded WABA stand, receive a

(Fairfax

unique identifying code for their bicycle, and

employers, the county matched 50% of the

later

total amount in fringe benefits. Matching

reclaim

their

bikes

using

that

funds

identification number.

County,

could

be

2011).

used

For

by

qualified

employers

to

purchase bike racks, lockers, or marketing
3.5.4 Information for Cyclists

materials.

All jurisdictions provide bicycle maps in print

innovative incentive for its employees to

and online.

cycle to work (Bike Arlington, 2011). County

provide

Maryland and Virginia also

statewide

maps

of

facilities

for

Arlington

County

offers

an

employees, who cycle for at least half of their

bicyclists. ‗Google Maps‘ and ‗Ride the City‘

commutes,

provide online bicycle trip planning tools that

Moreover, Arlington‘s car-free-diet program

receive

$35

per

month.

allow cyclists to find the best route between

offers online resources for commuters to

trip origins and destinations. ‗Ride the City‘

compare differences in costs as well as

allows cyclists to distinguish between the

emissions between commuting by car and

safest route, following bike lanes and paths

bike.

as closely as possible, and the most direct

pledge to drive less and cycle more.

Individuals can also make an online

route for those cyclists who are comfortable
cycling in traffic. Cyclists can also access

4. Summary and Policy Recommendations

‗Ride the City‘ on their smart phones while en
route. All jurisdictions have made progress in

Between

providing signage for cyclist.

increased in the Washington region. In both

The regional

1994

core

cycling

levels

years

and some local bike route networks, such as

Washington, Arlington, and Alexandria had

the network in Alexandria, have improved

higher cycling levels than the inner suburbs.

their signage as well.

However, even within the urban core cycling
spatially

urban

2008,

trail networks are particularly well signed,

is

the

and

jurisdictions

concentrated

in

of

certain

3.5.5 Incentives

neighborhoods, such as Capitol Hill, Adams

The MWCOG offers a guaranteed-ride-home

Morgan, and Mount Pleasant in Washington,

program for workers who commute to work

DC, and the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and

by bike, transit, or on foot at least two days

Old Town Alexandria in Virginia. In 2008,

per week (MWCOG, 2011). Once signed up,

41% of all weekday bike trips in the region

the program guarantees up to four free rides

were commute related compared to only
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17% in other urbanized areas in the U.S.

In spite of the progress documented above,

The high share of utilitarian trip purposes in

many challenges for cycling remain. For

the region is comparable with bike-friendly

example, area cyclists are still predominantly

cities

male, between 25 and 40 years old, white,

in

Europe,

Amsterdam.

such

as

Berlin

or

Bike commuting in the region

and from higher income groups.

Programs

may be influenced both by the region's high

tailored to specific groups could help increase

level of congestion as well as the WMATA

cycling for everyone in Washington including

transit system, which is one of the most

all age groups, all ethnicities, men as well as

heavily used systems in the country.

women, and all geographic areas of the
region. Some efforts are already underway,

Available statistics indicate that cycling has

such as WABA‘s 2011 outreach plan for

gotten safer over the last decade. In 2008,

under-served areas.

Washington, Alexandria, Arlington County,
and Montgomery County have safer cycling

Fully connecting the network of bike lanes

than Prince George‘s County and Fairfax

and bike paths is another important step to

County. Safety statistics and trends support

encourage cycling among more risk-averse

the theory of safety in numbers. Cycling has

groups.

become safer over time

with increasing

increased significantly over the last decade,

cycling levels and in 2008 jurisdictions with

the bike network still remains fragmented

more cycling had safer cycling. Causality

often requiring cyclist to ride in roads with

likely flows both ways, since safer cycling

heavy car traffic. Further expansion of the

also encourages more individuals to cycle.

bike lane network will require taking travel

Even though bike lane supply has

lanes or parking from cars, which will be less
Bike planning in the Washington region has

politically acceptable than many of the easier

its roots in the 1970s. However, even by the

measure implemented so far. Moreover, area

late 1990s only very few bike lanes had been

wide

built and bike infrastructure supply was

neighborhood streets should be part of this

traffic-calming

of

residential

mostly limited to shared-use off-street bike

package to enable cyclists to share these

paths.

In 2010, 490 miles of shared-use

roads with slow traveling cars. Cities like

paths connected the entire region. Since the

Portland, Seattle, or Vancouver have created

late

bike

1990s,

all

jurisdictions

have

also

expanded their networks of on-street bike

boulevards—traffic-calmed

residential

streets that prioritize cycling over car travel.

lanes and signed bike routes. Washington,
Arlington, and Alexandria have expanded

The region already has an excellent network

their

network

aggressively
Fairfax,

and

of

on-street

lanes

more

of separate bike paths. However, especially

than

suburban

Montgomery,

on weekends, some of these mixed-use trails

Prince

George‘s

counties.

are

crowded

with

pedestrians,

runners,

Washington has also been the regional leader

recreational

in

sharing the same narrow eight feet wide

experimenting

infrastructure,

with

innovative

bicycle

wide shared use trails with dedicated space

cycle tracks, and a state of the art bike

for pedestrians and cyclists.

parking station at Union Station. Together

pedestrians and cyclists in Minneapolis are

with Arlington County, Washington launched

separated by a solid line painted on the path.

the

Other times the city provides physically

25

regional

lights

cyclists

cyclists, bike boxes, contra-flow bike lanes,

program.

traffic

sports

path. Cities like Minneapolis provide extra

first

as

and

for

nation‘s

such

cyclists,

bike

sharing

Sometimes

separated bike paths and walkways.
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Figure 8: Supply of bike lanes and paths and cycling
commute levels in Washington, DC, early 2000-2003 (left)
and 2007-2009 (right). (USDOC, 1980-2000, 2010, 2011b)
Source: Map created by Dan Sonenklar
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Rail Freight Services, Policy and

liquid hydrocarbon fuels which are likely to

Practice

become more expensive as an input cost.

Marin

Marinov,

Tom

Zunder

and

Phil

Apart from environmental benefits, shifting
from road to rail, when properly done, could

Mortimer

lead to other benefits, as reported by DfT
I.

(2010), such as:

Introduction

This paper aims to provide a discussion on



Building resilience into the whole supply
chain by increasing available options;

rail freight services, policy and practice,
constraints, opportunities and solutions with
a special emphasis on the current situation



Improving

delivery

and

collection

in Europe and the UK. As part of an open

reliability with less delays caused by

discussion we elaborate on environmental

road congestion;

and business benefits of shifting freight from
road

to

rail,

accompanied

and



An overall reduction in road traffic and

unaccompanied transport, block trains and

hence improving overall road safety by

container trains followed by the business

reducing the number of vehicles on

segment Single Wagon Load Traffic. Inspired

roads;

by Marinov and White (2009) here we


continue the discussion.

Minimising exposure to drivers‘ hours
and working time directive issues;

II. Shifting Freight from Road to Rail

freight

indisputable,

from

putting

road
them

to
into

rail

the

impact

of

fuel

price

uncertainty and availability

The environmental and business benefits of
shifting

Mitigating

are

practice,



Reducing

the

number

of

vehicles

however, is complex and covers technical,

required to fulfil the same amount of

operational,

commercial

work.

issues.

of

One

the

and

main

managerial

environmental

benefits of switching from road to rail is



Producing

commercially

attractive

simply that articulated lorries create nearly

alternatives to road transport able to

three times as many CO2 emissions per

yield benefits and profits for users,

tonne kilometre as does rail transport as a

owners and operators

whole.
Figure 1 shows development of specific CO2
emissions, defined as emissions of CO2 per
transport

unit

(tonne-km),

by

freight

transport mode (road, rail, maritime, inland
shipping) over the period 1995 to 2009. As it
is observed, rail freight sector may use its
energy and fuel inputs in a more efficient
way but it is our contention that it has not
yet been able to exploit this for commercial
gain. It is also able to use a wider range of
fuel and energy inputs than competing truck
services which are wholly dependent on
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Figure 1 CO2 Emissions per Tonne-Kilometer
and per Transport Mode in Europe, 1995-

Ensuring access to facilities in a network is

2009

very

Source: European Environment Agency,

planning and involves politics that can be

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-

problematic and excessively time consuming.

maps/figures/specific-co2-emissions-per-

Intermodal freight services could be a good

tonne-1, accessed on 5 September 2011

solution for many practical cases in which
rail

capital

freight

intensive,

networks

requires

can

be

strategic

extended

The rail freight sector cannot afford to sit on

employing ―road legs‖ as long as the overall

its environmental laurels and expect traffic

transit is efficient and cost effective when

which has not used rail to fall automatically

compared to the all-road option. This is how

to it as a consequence of these items.

a better utilization of the existing resources

Instead,

could be achieved, if it is done properly but

prompt

actions

to

increase

efficiency based on logistics principles are

needs

needed.

physical supply chain and the information
systems

much

better

governing

integration
the

of

planning

the
and

It has been argued that rail freight systems

implementation of the transit. Rail needs to

encounter difficulties to provide ―door to

be much more fully integrated into the

door‖ services. This is mainly because of

supply chains of users and move away from

physical barriers and lack of infrastructure,

a ―wholesaler‖ position to one involving

meaning many of the existing rail freight

much more attention to the detailed and

systems do not provide the necessary level

continuously

of access to terminals and client premises,

shippers/receivers and to fully match the

so they cannot be easily served by rail and

sort of services routinely offered by road

imply a road sector at the beginning and end

freight operators.

evolving

requirements

of

of a transit.
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Rail has largely elected to operate large

applications.

single commodity trains as the preferred

much closer to the origin and destination of

These

could

potentially

be

product and service option. This has become

the cargo and allow rail to participate in

self limiting in terms of market application

traffic and commodity flows from which it is

and volume thresholds able to be retained

precluded at present because of terminal

onto such services.

limitations.

Crucial for the freight operation is the transshipment in terminals / yards / hubs /

III. Accompanied

interchanges for inter-modal, pallet and bulk

Transport

and

Unaccompanied

commodities. There is a strong diversity of
freight facilities according to size, capacity,

The rail freight operators fulfil two basic

design, technology and equipment, operating

types of intermodal service, namely:

policies as well as management focus. The
(operational,



Accompanied transport;

technical and commercial) is not transparent



Unaccompanied transport.

measurable

performance

or readily measurable from available industry
sources and this limitation needs to be

Accompanied

overcome.

(tractors and trailers as a combination) are

location

Differing
and

models

technology

of

terminal

need

to

be

transported
transport

investigated.

transport
by

is

is

train.
when

when

trucks

Unaccompanied
semi-trailers

are

transported by train without any driver or
The availability of well connected sites that

tractor unit attached for the duration of the

do

infrastructure

transit. The transhipment operations use

investment in signals and points/switches

roll-on/roll-off systems allowing trucks to

can be a major point in any site selection

embark on well-floor freight wagons. Some

and

not

require

major

of

Roll-on/roll-off systems make it possible to

economically

loading/ unloading the whole freight train

viable and preferable to have one big freight

simultaneously, meaning the unloading and

hub or are shippers/receivers better served

loading times are significantly reduced and

with a number of small interchanges forming

hence

a loose network? Other models could include

Terminals, which are not equipped with roll-

regions in which we could have one big

on/roll-off systems, fulfil the transhipment

intermodal terminal and a number of small

operation on a lift-on/lift-off basis using

satellite terminals. Much of the endowment

cranes, forklifts and the like. Lift-on/lift-off

of railway yards, sidings and terminals has,

systems can require more time and more

regrettably, been sold off for development

resources to fulfil transhipment operations

and

development

criteria.

In

regions, for instance, is it

terms

creating

more

operating

capacity.

and

but are also capable of loading containers as

conurbations without any real or effective

well as road trailers and there is value in this

local rail freight terminals for container or

flexibility. The use of the ―circus‖ style

logistics

a

loading of piggyback trains in Canada and

road

elsewhere in the US demonstrates another

this

has

led

traffic

consequence

to

and

wholly

major

they

cities

are

dependent

on

as

be

simple method of making the inter-modal

recognised also that new technologies are

transfer. Bi-modal trailers are able to be

already available that effectively displace the

moved between modes of transport without

need for a major sophisticated terminal site

any external lifting. (e.g NS Triple Crown

and that cheaper, simpler and more cost

Services) Suggest a picture insert here.

based

freight

effective
attractive
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The Cargo Speed System (see Figure 2) was

They can support either Roll-On / Roll-

developed as a means of bringing Roll-On-

Off

Roll-Off concepts from the shipping sector

operation. This allows the system to be

into inter-modal freight terminals.

used in existing terminals and provides

operation

or

Lift-On

/

a clear migration path to

Lift-Off

a more

efficient Roll-On / Roll-Off future.


System CargoSpeed is efficient. In a
Maxi terminal an entire train of 40 rail
wagons can be unloaded and re-loaded
in only 8 minutes (20 minutes including
time for the train to enter, and exit, the
terminal). This compares with over 4
hours

for

existing

Lift-On

Lift-Off

terminals. Time is money and System
CargoSpeed saves time.


System

CargoSpeed

is

flexible.

Figure 2: Cargo Speed System

Terminals are multi-directional—trains

Source: http://cargospeed.net/, accessed on

can arrive and depart the terminal from

5 September 2011

either

direction.

This

significantly

increases the operational flexibility of
According to CargoSpeed the benefits of roll-

the

on/roll-off systems for terminal operators, in

construction costs.

terminal

and

reduces

the

particular, are as follows:



System

CargoSpeed

System CargoSpeed allows the use of

terminal

electric traction in the terminal. As the

operators a choice. They can choose to

system is primarily a Roll-On / Roll-Off

either transfer the same volume of road

system,

to rail freight at 20% of the operating

terminals.

cost of a typical Lift-On/Lift-Off terminal

traction can be used in the terminal and

or transfer 7 times the volume for the

the time wastage and environmental

same cost as a typical Lift-On / Lift-Off

impact of switching to diesel when a

terminal.

train arrives is not necessary.

This

makes

gives

the

business

no

lifting

This

is

means

necessary
that

in

electric

potentially more efficient and profitable.
However, what is observed is that there is a




System CargoSpeed is scalable. The

serious

system has been designed to allow

operators and other agencies to undertake

terminals to grow as demand increases.

investments and implement innovative roll-

From mini-terminals with 2

on/roll-off

Pop-Up

reluctance

systems

among

or

the

terminal

other

new

mechanisms, right up to maxi terminals

technologies including terminal equipment

with 40 Pop-Up units and the ability to

and specialist stand alone rolling stock which

handle over 750,000 movements per

may

year.

applications.

have

limited

alternative

service

System CargoSpeed is interoperable —
CargoSpeed rail wagons are unique.
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IV. Container Train

raising load factors on trains but with the

Container trains (see Figure 3) are perhaps

obvious corollary that differing traffic types

rail‘s most successful recent foray into high

necessitates the use of different terminals.

value time sensitive traffic flows. The use of

Key to the success of the container activity

modular cargo units and a focus on traffic

within the rail sector has been the different

driven by the demands of shipping lines and

type of management approach that places

other logistics operations has required rail to

much

raise its capabilities to adequately service

management

this type of traffic. This has resulted in a

containers) to ensure the equipment is much

variety of responses from the rail sector

more productive. That said there remain

including

complete

specialist

concerns that this is still not adequate in the

container

carrying

including

face of aggressive road based competition.

trains

of

wagons

higher

emphasis

on

(locomotives,

asset

wagons

and

specialists designs for high cube units and
double stacking in railway domains outside

Container trains have found greatest favour

Europe.

in the movement of international shipping
traffic between ports and inland terminals for
both import

and

export

business

flows. The common model is for a
loco hauled 20+ wagon formation to
shuttle between the ports and the
terminals. Capacity may be entirely
contracted

to

individual

lines

or

shippers or may be wholly open for
individual users to secure space.
Other

models

contract

of

trains

part

open/part

also operate. The

trains primarily operate on a shuttle
basis with very limited commercial
and operational changes to the train
formation.

This

can

act

as

a

constraint on the number of terminals served
Figure 3: Container Train, Grangemouth

by individual train operators and is a product

– Aberdeen, the UK

of the model of privatization within the UK.

Source:

The lack of willingness and the absence of a

http://www.scot-rail.co.uk/page/DRS,

mechanism

accessed on 5 September 2011

reliable

to

ensure

transfer

of

the

routine

containers

and

between

―competing‖ but collaborating train operators
Various models of operation including port to
inland

terminals and

should not be discounted as a constraint.

network operations

have been used and methods and patterns

Rail

continue to evolve (See FS book/RG). The

representation in this sector than overall

use of blocks of container wagons within

freight but has elected to largely position

other scheduled train formations has largely

itself as a wholesaler effectively treating the

been replaced with trains wholly composed

containers

of inter-modal units in some railway domains

commodities with minimal added value or

notably the UK. The operation of mixed

associated

container wagon formations and other traffic

effectively limited market share together

has recently re-emerged as a means of

with the constraints associated with the cost

34

has
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market
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of the train technology and operating model

terminals have elected to move from the

deployed into service. For routine high levels

gantry cranes to operational patterns based

of traffic the use of the large trains works

wholly on front loaders. This demands the

well but for lower and intermittent traffic this

entire yard areas are reinforced to support

makes

this equipment at full load but does endow a

the

orthodox

service

offer

less

attractive and less competitive. There has

high degree of operational flexibility.

been limited use of shorter trains because of
the ―lumpiness‖ of the cost
profile largely attached to the
locomotive.
Rail terminals for containers
and piggyback activities are
specialist

facilities

and

are

costly in terms of construction
requirements, space for train
related

and

activities

truck
together

related
with

storage of containers in active
stacks. Most container yards are now paved
and seriously reinforced to accommodate the
high point loading pressures exerted by
terminal loading equipment. The cost of
extensive paved and supported areas is
significant

and

restricts

the

choice

of

locations where these can be sited together
with considerations of links and signalling to
main lines. The use of long train formations
can also be a problem in terms of the scale
of the loading pads and associated roadways
for trucks to deliver to or collect containers
from trains. Equally more compressed sites
have limitations if trains have to be split and
marshalled at entry and exit.
The

major

container

normally

employ large gantry cranes able to span rail
tracks and roadways for the movement of
containers to or from trains either direct to a
movement

by

straddle carriers or front lifters. The cycle
time for a complete lift can vary wildly due
to vagaries of weather, wind etc but is
usually about 15-20 per hour per crane. The
layout of the terminal and the location of
container stacks is very much down to
individual operators and the nature of the
areas they service. Some medium sized

35

Source:
http://www.lohr.fr/download/Modalohr_GB.p
df , accessed on 5 September 2011
Piggyback trailers (Figure 4) were originally
loaded

‗circus

style‘

with

trailers

being

backed onto wagons before being secured.
Whilst relatively inexpensive it demanded
driver skills to back trailers over long train
formations and then move the tractor away
to allow the following trailer to be loaded.
This method has been largely replaced by
using

gantry

cranes

or

front

loading

equipment and treating piggyback trailers in

terminals

truck or for intermediate

Figure 4: Piggyback Trailer - Modalohr

a similar fashion to containers.
Other methods of loading including side
loading and swinging booms have been
trialled but have not found favour. Piggyback
is a relatively simple concept and was
originally conceived as a means of securing
truck load freight onto rail for long haul
sectors. It developed rapidly and remains in
use but has been displaced on some flows by
the use of containers (non-ISO) which are
aerodynamically more efficient and able to
be twin stacked thereby yielding a much
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larger cargo volume per unit length of train

interchangeable and are normally designed

by dispensing with the trailer.

to

transport

Therefore

in

a

specific

many

type

cases

of

freight.

block

trains

Container trains can and do operate as block

experience a 50% efficiency, meaning the

trains (see Section V below) solely made up

freight wagons run loaded from origin to

of inter-modal wagon sets of varying design,

destination and they return empty to be

volume, weight and speed capability. The

loaded again. This applies particularly to bulk

advent of hi-cube containers has been a

flows such as coal, aggregates, minerals,

problem in the UK as the vertical dimension

agricultural products such as wheat and

of these units is a limit on their ability to be

liquid fuels. The very nature of some of the

used over parts of the rail network unless

products in the containers or rail vehicles

cleared to the more generous loading gauge.

makes

Containers have found greatest application in

commodities and the empty return leg for

deep sea maritime trades. Their use in the

reloading is an integral part of the product

UK and Europe for domestic traffic has been

supply

less

production scheme

successful

given

the

volumetric

them

chain.

incompatible

It

is
is

with

apparent

that

other

this

less complex and

constraints of the ISO dimensioned units

faster than Single Wagon Load (Section VI

when compared to modern tri-axle road

below) simply because the block trains do

trailers. Specialised containers are deployed

not fulfil intermediate stops for reassembly

on inter-plant moves for the transport of

procedures. They are the rail freight sector‘s

specialised

(foodstuffs,

primary product and service offer but there

chemicals) where the weight capability of rail

are limits to the applicability of block train

is used to advantage. The real constraint on

techniques and technologies.

commodities

the use of rail for more containerised traffic
is the model of technology and commercial

The business risk of the scheme relays upon

operations presented by the train operators

the client because the client needs to have a

which seem disinclined to innovate or seek

sufficient amount of freight to fill a full train.

means of lowering the cost base of their

This in itself can be and is a problem. To

services.

commercially employ a locomotive and a
rake of wagons may set a threshold of cargo

V. Block Train

volume and revenue that can be produced

In most of the cases a block train is ordered

on a routine basis to offset the costs of the

when the client has enough freight to fill in a

locomotive, wagons, train crew, fuel/energy,

full train according to network constraints.

and maintenance and access charges. A

The freight is normally of one type, for

failure to achieve this may take rail out of

instance, agricultural products, fuel, steel,

contention for flows that cannot generate

automobiles or containers. The origin and

enough traffic to be profitable. Within the UK

destination points are fixed. The block train

this means a loco and train set has to move

is normally operated on a fixed schedule.

~825 teu per week to be attractive to train

Intermediate stops are not needed other

operators before they consider allocating

than for operational reasons such as crew

resources

changes

to

service

flows.

Below

this

not

aggressive supply side dominated threshold

required, meaning the block trains do not

rail does not seem to be interested and the

reassemble once formed up and loaded. The

traffic largely defaults to road transport.

number of freight wagons in the train is fixed

From a rail freight operator perspective the

by

or

servicing.

Shunting

is

constraints

business model is that the client purchases

(gradients, curvature, axle loads and loading

the full train even if the client does not have

gauge).

enough freight to fill the full train all the
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time. Rail is acting as a wholesale provider

of as the bottlenecks in the rail freight

with no interest in flows that do not support

networks. Furthermore, rail freight yards are

its supply side model. There is a need to

thought of as a none-revenue component of

take costs out of the existing technical,

the rail freight service (Kumar 2004). These

operational and commercial model and lower

facilities incorporate a significant amount of

the threshold at which rail can participate in

resources (both static and dynamic) which

terms of breakeven threshold on distance

are difficult and potentially costly to maintain

and volumes.

(Marinov and Viegas 2011). There have been
arguments that the customers have changed

VI.

their needs and in the cases where the

Single Wagon Load (SWL)
the

demands are not sufficient to form a full

largest share of the European rail freight

train, then such demand origins better be

market,

significant

served by trucks. This begs the question as

quantities of chemicals, cereals, paper, pulp,

to what constitutes a commercially effective

automotive and the like. SWL transports are

and competitive train. The retention of a

a crucial supply chain element for Europe‘s

large

predominantly midsized and geographically

entirely adequate and acceptable for high

dispersed industry and agriculture. Single

volume regular services and volumes. For

Wagon Load traffic is still a big revenue

lower level and intermittent flows the need

earner in many countries around the world,

for a more cost effective technical and

for

operational

Single

Wagonload
still

instance

traffic

represents

transporting

the

US,

Canada,

Australia,

locomotive

hauled

solution

model

with

a

may

be

commercial

China, Russia. But what is observed is that

profile more akin to road freight may be

many European Railway Undertakings are

required.

losing

money

with

their

SWL

activities.

Closing down this business segment does not

We support the opinion that a properly

appear to be a valid option, since SWL can

constructed

be

production

connected physically and commercially

managed

terms

wagon

possesses

merit

and intermodal traffic meaning it provides

operational structure, where yards act as

feeder and repositioning services for the

reassembling hubs and redistribute traffic

latter (Rail freight portal provided by UIC

over network spokes. The down grading and

http://www.railfreightportal.com/

abandonment

of

of

rail

―hub

load

significant

with block (full) trains, other load business

consulted

in

and

scheme

freight

and

spoke”

yards

and

sidings particularly those serving or able to

on 7 September, 2010).

serve new logistics applications might be a
It is a common opinion that single wagon

strategic and irreversible mistake. It should

load is too costly and unreliable because

be noted that a lot of EU freight traffic is

requires yard operations and services with

diverse and cannot be simply served by

multi-stopping freight trains. The rail freight

block-trains only, operating on a ―point to

yards hinder the fluidity of the rail freight

point‖ basis. It is critical to make the best

operation and therefore these facilities are

use

major source of delay. Rail freight yards

abandon them to competing modes on the

such as shunting yard, marshalling yards

basis of short term rationalization.

of

the

existing

resources;

not

to

(see Figure 5) and gravity yards are thought
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Figure 5: Classification Bowl of Maschen
Marshalling Yard south of Hamburg

Author details:

Source:
http://www.voithturbo.com/media/vt_news_
2008_02_gb_screen.pdf,

accessed

on

5

September 2011
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Tom

Zunder
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Phil

Mortimer
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Political

interventions

might

needed

underpinned

with

be

further

convincing

measures to optimize the allocation and
utilization of the available resources and
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promote the merits of SWL. New production
schemes based on logistics principles (such
as consolidation, pull and push production
systems) that incorporate scheduled and
spot/traffic dependent type trains could all
lead to optimized solutions of practical value.
Market studies to identify the sort of services
and technologies shippers want and are
prepared to pay for would be useful in giving
some

objective

basis

for

any

service

development and enhancement.

operators falling back to a supply side
and

shippers

want

reliability,

not
in

recognizing
terms

consistency,

of
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What needs to be avoided is the rail freight
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